
That Little Matter Of Equity

Pledging personal allegiance for the miracles proposed possible, as a modern-day 
educational theory now held, only when attached to the “non-negotiable” punishments demanded 
by a merciless testing – shocking many, a brand-new, change-endorsing President threw down an 
additional reform-or-die gauntlet.  

And, suddenly anointed with the exhilarating name of Race To The Top?
NCLB’s twin sister was born.
In an immediate response, the years-old call for the production of yet more relentlessly 

recycled test-score invasions was aggressively presented to the public – again.  Buying up 
additional media space while carefully tamping down the growing resistance now coming from 
test-frustrated, reform-weary voters – the latest highly advertised appeal for massively instigated 
educational reformations came in tones so desperate, so poignant, and so imperative, that it 
generated an overwhelming countrywide understanding: 

The prolonged invasion into an always increasing number of low-scoring schools?
Remained utterly and wholly essential.  
Oh, you couldn’t miss the heartrending message.  Proportionately, as a governmental and/

or philanthropic funding for the instigation of educational innovations grew?  
Massively expensive reform-imperative publicity campaigns intensified in an exact equal 

measure.   
Convinced through a growing assortment of media outlets that school reform of any kind 

was now an unquestioned national obligation, few voting citizens stopped to wonder if, in fact, 
the never-ending, change-endorsing, reform-supporting propaganda held any truth.  Supporter 
after supporter simply jumped up, ready to get on board.  

Because, well, gosh; the idea of school reform?  
Always sounded so, well, you know, democratic.  
Egalitarian.  
Nice.  
And, all of those kids, in all of those commercials; all of those children smiling out so 

appealingly from all of those billboards: Always such clean, orderly, pleasantly smiling and 
neatly dressed (no sagging pants nor worrisomely worn hoodie jackets here) but, oh my – surely 
heartbreakingly needy non-White children.  

Okay, yes; maybe it was true that due to a yawning lack in a tediously regulated 
oversight, when truly gargantuan help-low-income-kids funding was offered, much of the money 
raced for, acquired, and then applied to an endless stream of short-lived “reforms” – well, rather 
than honestly creating the academic equity so loudly argued by reform leaders, much of the 
money actually ended up in the pockets of (oh, now, haven’t we discussed this already) non-
poor, and occasionally even quite wealthy, dominant-culture and dominant-culture-assimilated 
citizens. 

If, as you won your funding race?
If, as you gathered up your tantalizing chunk of that competitively offered money?  
Well if, instead of protectively supporting and adding to the teaching staff you already 

had; if, instead of preserving and acquiring music, language, gym or art programs; if, in place of 
maintaining the positions required for developing technology and keeping your computer labs up 
and running (although, assuredly, all of this was happening in wealthier buildings where private 



donations brought in the necessarily extra hundreds of thousands each year ) – well, if, after 
winning your school funding race?  

You accepted your low-income “equity” money, and then, in the name of a 
“compassionate” accountability, decided that you would have to repeatedly lose staff, cut music, 
minimize gym, forget languages, forget art, cut technicians, let computer labs languish – and 
instead?  

Spend your newly won money in the hiring, assigning and precipitately reassigning of a 
never-ending flow of reform personnel, many of whom owned only a minimal to nonexistent in-
the-classroom educational experience: A constantly shifting parade of area superintendents, 
quadrant managers, fixer administrators, department leaders, program overseers, consultants, 
coaches, facilitators, specialists, advisers, test organizers, test assessors, test processors, test 
managers, professional development and re-training executives, statistical technicians, 
curriculum developers, data team analysts, intervention experts and – each year, now, with an 
increasing frenzy – a newly legalized excess of employee evaluators.

Gosh.  
What was unequal about that?*†

*Recent “bring back art, music and gym” tax proposals popular in the dawning recognition that, over the past 
decade, these programs have been somehow mislaid, never quite get around to arguing the fact that these same 
subjects would not be listed there, on the MIA roster, should voters simply choose to eliminate testing – and thereby 
terminate our nation’s massive expenditure upon the thousands of non-teaching positions now required and paid for 
by our fanatic reliance upon a test-score-dependent reform.  

†For anyone wishing to jump into the political ring, it might be wise to become that candidate very loudly and 
particularly against testing; you might be surprised at how quickly you would be elected.  (And how arduous your 
task once you hit Washington D.C. to find – as so many “Opt Out Of Testing” groups have only just begun to 
discover – how deeply entrenched the tentacles of pro-testing, pro-reform, pro-school-choice lobbyists have 
become.)


